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Hedy Lamarr:
Legendary Inventor of Spread Spectrum

• As is often reported in popular press, Hedy 
Lamarr was awarded an early frequency 
hopping spread spectrum patent during 
WWII
– But invention was not reduced to practice

• Like with the computer, it is probably 
impossible to identify a single inventor 
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1953 MIT Lincoln Lab 
System

• Developed by Paul 
Green as a thesis 
project

• One of earliest PN 
systems

• Technology of the day 
limited size
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Early Literature

• In the 1950-1970’s spread spectrum 
generally remained a classified technology 
with only occasional references in the 
open literature.

• My first exposure was at a classified 1972 
conference

• Only “text book”-like discussion was a 
classified Sylvania report
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My First Real Contact

• Joining the Institute for Defense Analyses 
in 1975, I was assigned to studying 
options for communications ECCM
– 1973 Mid East War showed an unexpected 

amount of communications EW
– DoD had minimized EW threat to 

communications up to that point and was 
concerned about options to increase 
preparedness against “new” threat
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Dixon’s Book 1975

• First comprehensive, 
though mathematically 
inelegant, treatment of 
spread spectrum

• Introduced a generation 
of designers to the 
technology
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Commercial Spread Spectrum 
c. 1979

• Magnavox produces a 
“civil” version of 
AN/ARC-50/90

• Japan MPT 
purchases and tests 
for possible civil 
applications
– Concludes no practical 

value for civil use
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Circa 1980

• Publications became 
more common

• But most publications 
still focused on 
military applications
– Possibly to justify DoD 

funding
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Early FCC Action

• 1980 MITRE Corp. 
report to study 
options for civil use of 
spread spectrum

• Available from NTIA 
as PB81-165284
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• 1981 2 initiatives begun:
– Docket 81-413 – General use
– Docket 81-414 – Amateur radio use

• While H-P was supportive, most industry 
opposed

• IEEE IT Society filed support
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1983

• While publications still 
focused on military 
use

• FCC issued new 
proposals focusing on 
ISM bands as a 
“proving ground” for 
spread spectrum in 
civil use
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1984

• While interest in the 
US was minimal, 
others were 
interested
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1985
• May 9, 1985 FCC 

adopts spread 
spectrum rules in ISM 
bands

• Same basic rules until 
2002
– 1 W limit
– PN or FH
– Almost any application

•
incorporated July 
1985
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“First Light”

• In 1988 the first real 
commercial spread 
spectrum product 
appeared – a LAN

• Second product was 
Gambatte MIDI LAN
– Limited production
– Very popular with top 

rock musicians!
– Derivative system still 

used in nuclear power 
plants
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“Second Light”

• Gambatte MIDI 
LAN
– Limited production 

but very popular 
with top rock 
musicians!

– Derivative system 
still used in nuclear 
power plants
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Equipment Trends

• After slow start, equipment authorizations has 
had exponential growth
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1991

• “Myth or Reality”
• Many key players 

went to Quebec 
woods to discuss the 
future of spread 
spectrum
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1992

• LANs discussed
• Available products 

focused on cordless 
phones and PDA-like 
systems
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Non-LAN Systems
• Unlicensed point-to-

point was unexpected 
but permitted by 
liberal rules

• Undersold traditional 
Part 101 systems

• Popular in cellular 
industry for quick 
installation without 
paperwork
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Hedy is Still Remembered!


